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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: LITTLE GIRLS EXAM         
Posted: May 12,1996  02:42:15 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: JOHN NYLANDER (HMSQ98A) 
 
     Evidently, the molestation by school officials          
occured in East Stroudsburg, PA upon 59 little girls.        
     One mother, a Pam Hoffecker, mentioned that the Police  
neglected to interview even one of the 59!                   
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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: LITTLE GIRLS EXAM         
Posted: May 08,1996  22:26:11 
To: HENRY HULL (BVXC91A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
The criminals in government get away with it because we let  
them.  Now they want to abuse children who are in no way     
guilty of any crime by kicking them out of school and        
denying them health care and food stamps because of someone  
else's crime.  This also is not the American way.  But not   
only do we let them get away with it, we encourage them to   
institutionalize bigotry.                                     
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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: LITTLE GIRLS EXAM         
Posted: May 05,1996  10:02:06 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: HENRY HULL (BVXC91A) 
 
I am a public High School teacher in California, and I can   
tell you that for the most part, my collegues are            
professionals who do not abuse children. The efforts of      
these fine people seldom if ever, get recognition or praise  
from the media or the general public. My guess is that       
reading or hearing about those who work hard and are         
dedicated is boring, and the media seldom finds the mention  
such efforts, to be as marketable, as the reporting of any   
incident involving the abuse of children. However, a school  
is a big place, which draws a large number of people         
together, on a daily basis. This being the case, the         
appearance of the occasional social >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>   
criminal is bound to occur. I hold, that whenever such       



persons manifest themselves, they should be put up against a 
wall and shot. However, that isn't the American way. Instead 
we slap the offender on the wrist and then we let him go. We 
call this justice. We hold that all people are innocent      
until proven guilty. More often than not, our criminal       
justice system decides that the offender is innocent, even   
after being proven guilty. Therefore, I wonder why so many   
people continue to express such consternation, when a        
travesty occurs, given the circumstances, as mentioned       
above. If we start to punish our criminals, then and not     
until then, will I be concerned with the crime. The pity     
of the thing is, that children often are targeted by         
predators, not only in public or private schools, but also   
in society at large. Somebody on this board mentioned        
lawsuit as a possible remedy. I am asking, what does money   
have to do with regard to any possible solution to child     
abuse. If it were up to me, I would have those who prey on   
the young people,  beaten and shot by a firing squad. I have 
been teaching for twenty eight years, and child abuse galls  
me.                                                          
              Hull                                           
              BVXC91A                                        
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Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: LITTLE GIRLS EXAM         
Posted: May 03,1996  22:41:16 
To: JOHN NYLANDER (HMSQ98A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Its like putting video cams on school buses.  Get the kids   
used to having their privacy violated so when they grow up   
they'll let the State do anything to them.                   
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